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 Black Hole
How an Idea Abandoned by Newtonians, Hated by Einstein, and Gambled on by Hawking
Became Loved
by Marcia Bartusiak

ISBN: 9780300210859
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Yale University Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-01
Pages: 256
Price: $39.50

For more than half a century, physicists and astronomers engaged in heated dispute over the possibility of black holes in the universe. The weirdly alien
notion of a space-time abyss from which nothing escapes--not even light--seemed to confound all logic. This engrossing book tells the story of the fierce
black hole debates and the contributions of Einstein and Hawking and other leading thinkers who completely altered our view of the universe.
Renowned science writer Marcia Bartusiak shows how the black hole helped revive Einstein's greatest achievement, the general theory of relativity, after
decades during which it had been pushed into the shadows. Not until astronomers discovered such surprising new phenomena as neutron stars and black
holes did the once-sedate universe transform into an Einsteinian cosmos, filled with sources of titanic energy that can be understood only in the light of
relativity. This book celebrates the hundredth anniversary of general relativity, uncovers how the black hole really got its name, and recounts the scientists'
frustrating, exhilarating, and at times humorous battles over the acceptance of one of history's most dazzling ideas.

 Cool
How the Brain's Hidden Quest for Cool Drives Our Economy and Shapes Our World
by Steven Quartz

ISBN: 9780374129187
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

If you have ever wondered why SUVs replaced minivans, how one rap song turned the cognac industry upside down, or what gives Levi's jeans their iconic
allure, look no further-in Cool , Steven Quartz and Anette Asp finally explain the fascinating science behind unexpected trends and enduring successes.We
live in a world of conspicuous consumption, where the clothes we wear, the cars we drive, and the food we eat lead double lives: they don't merely satisfy
our needs; they also communicate our values, identities, and aspirations. In Beverly Hills, tourists flock to the famous Rodeo Drive-not to shop, but simply to
take photographs of themselves in front of luxury stores. And for one week in August, hundreds of thousands of HarleyDavidson fans from all over the
world descend on the remote town of Sturgis, South Dakota, and engulf the otherwise sleepy hamlet in the deafening roar of motorcycle engines. Why do
brands inspire such devotion?Quartz and Asp bring together groundbreaking findings in neuroscience, economics, and evolutionary biology to present a new
understanding of why we consume and how our concepts of what is cool"-be it designer jeans, smartphones, or craft beer-help drive the global economy. The
authors highlight the underlying neurological and cultural processes that contribute to our often unconscious decision making, explaining how we're able to
navigate the supermarket on autopilot for certain items and yet arrive at the checkout counter with a basket full of products picked up on the spur of the
moment. And they explore the opposite side of the consumer equation-the "choice architects" who design store interiors and the "coolhunters" who scour
Berlin and Tokyo on the lookout for the latest trends. Through a novel combination of cultural and economic history and in-depth studies of the brain, Cool
puts forth a provocative theory of consumerism that reveals the crucial missing links in an understanding of our spending habits: our brain's status-seeking
"social calculator" and an instinct to rebel that fuels our dislike of being subordinated by others. Quartz and Asp show how these ancient motivations make
us natural-born consumers and how they sparked the emergence of "cool consumption" in the middle of the twentieth century, crea ...
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 Finding Zero

A Mathematician's Odyssey to Uncover the Origins of Numbers
by  Amir D Aczel

ISBN: 9781137279842
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

The invention of numerals is perhaps the greatest abstraction the human mind has ever created. Virtually everything in our lives is digital, numerical, or
quantified. The story of how and where we got these numerals, which we so depend on, has for thousands of years been shrouded in mystery.  Finding Zero 
is an adventure filled saga of Amir Aczel's lifelong obsession: to find the original sources of our numerals. Aczel has doggedly crisscrossed the ancient
world, scouring dusty, moldy texts, cross examining so-called scholars who offered wildly differing sets of facts, and ultimately penetrating deep into a
Cambodian jungle to find a definitive proof. Here, he takes the reader along for the ride. The history begins with the early Babylonian cuneiform numbers,
followed by the later Greek and Roman letter numerals. Then Aczel asks the key question: where do the numbers we use today, the so-called Hindu-Arabic
numerals, come from? It is this search that leads him to explore uncharted territory, to go on a grand quest into India, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, and
ultimately into the wilds of Cambodia. There he is blown away to find the earliest zero-the keystone of our entire system of numbers-on a crumbling, vine-
covered wall of a seventh-century temple adorned with eaten-away erotic sculptures. While on this odyssey, Aczel meets a host of fascinating characters:
academics in search of truth, jungle trekkers looking for adventure, surprisingly honest politicians, shameless smugglers, and treacherous archaeological
thieves-who finally reveal where our numbers come from.

 Forensics
What Bugs, Burns, Prints, DNA and More Tell Us About Crime
by Val Mcdermid

ISBN: 9780802123916
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2015-07-07
Pages: 320
Price: $35.95

Val McDermid is one of the finest crime writers we have, whose novels have captivated millions of readers worldwide with their riveting narratives of
characters who solve complex crimes and confront unimaginable evil. In the course of researching her bestselling novels McDermid has become familiar
with every branch of forensics, and now she uncovers the history of this science, real-world murders and the people who must solve them.The dead talk-to
the right listener. They can tell us all about themselves: where they came from, how they lived, how they died, and, of course, who killed them. Forensic
scientists can unlock the mysteries of the past and help serve justice using the messages left by a corpse, a crime scene, or the faintest of human traces.
Forensics  draws on interviews with some of these top-level professionals, ground-breaking research, and McDermid's own original interviews and firsthand
experience on scene with top forensic scientists.Along the way, McDermid discovers how maggots collected from a corpse can help determine one's time of
death; how a DNA trace a millionth the size of a grain of salt can be used to convict a killer; and how a team of young Argentine scientists led by a maverick
American anthropologist were able to uncover the victims of a genocide. It's a journey that will take McDermid to war zones, fire scenes, and autopsy suites,
and bring her into contact with both extraordinary bravery and wickedness, as she traces the history of forensics from its earliest beginnings to the cutting-
edge science of the modern day.
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 Headstrong

52 Women Who Changed Science-and the World
by Rachel Swaby

ISBN: 9780553446791
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Crown
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 288
Price: $19.00

Fifty-two inspiring and insightful profiles of history's brightest female scientists. 

In 2013, the New York Times published an obituary for Yvonne Brill. It began: "She made a mean beef stroganoff, followed her husband from job to job,
and took eight years off from work to raise three children." It wasn't until the second paragraph that readers discovered why the Times had devoted several
hundred words to her life: Brill was a brilliant rocket scientist who invented a propulsion system to keep communications satellites in orbit, and had recently
been awarded the National Medal of Technology and Innovation. Among the questions the obituary--and consequent outcry--prompted were, Who are the
role models for today's female scientists, and where can we find the stories that cast them in their true light?      

Headstrong delivers a powerful, global, and engaging response. Covering Nobel Prize winners and major innovators, as well as lesser-known but hugely
significant scientists who influence our every day, Rachel Swaby's vibrant profiles span centuries of courageous thinkers and illustrate how each one's ideas
developed, from their first moment of scientific engagement through the research and discovery for which they're best known. This fascinating tour reveals
these 52 women at their best--while encouraging and inspiring a new generation of girls to put on their lab coats.

 How We'll Live on Mars
by Stephen Petranek

ISBN: 9781476784762
Binding: Hardback 
Series: TED Books
Publisher: Simon & Schuster/ TED
Pub. Date: 2015-07-07
Pages: 96
Price: $21.99

Award-winning journalist Stephen Petranek says humans will live on Mars by 2027. Now he makes the case that living on Mars is not just plausible, but
inevitable.It sounds like science fiction, but Stephen Petranek considers it fact: Within twenty years, humans will live on Mars. We'll need to. In this
sweeping, provocative book that mixes business, science, and human reporting, Petranek makes the case that living on Mars is an essential back-up plan for
humanity and explains in fascinating detail just how it will happen. The race is on. Private companies, driven by iconoclastic entrepreneurs, such as Elon
Musk, Jeff Bezos, Paul Allen, and Sir Richard Branson; Dutch reality show and space mission Mars One; NASA; and the Chinese government are among
the many groups competing to plant the first stake on Mars and open the door for human habitation. Why go to Mars? Life on Mars has potential life-saving
possibilities for everyone on earth. Depleting water supplies, overwhelming climate change, and a host of other disasters--from terrorist attacks to meteor
strikes--all loom large. We must become a space-faring species to survive. We have the technology not only to get humans to Mars, but to convert Mars into
another habitable planet. It will likely take 300 years to "terraform" Mars, as the jargon goes, but we can turn it into a veritable second Garden of Eden. And
we can live there, in specially designed habitations, within the next twenty years.  In this exciting chronicle, Petranek introduces the circus of lively
characters all engaged in a dramatic effort to be the first to settle the Red Planet. How We'll Live on Mars brings firsthand reporting, interviews with key
participants, and extensive research to bear on the question of how we can expect to see life on Mars within the next twenty years.
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 How to Bake Pi

An Edible Exploration of the Mathematics of Mathematics
by Eugenia Cheng

ISBN: 9780465051717
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Basic Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 304
Price: $34.50

What is math? How exactly does it work? And what do three siblings trying to share a cake have to do with it? In How to Bake Pi, math professor Eugenia
Cheng provides an accessible introduction to the logic and beauty of mathematics, powered, unexpectedly, by insights from the kitchen: we learn, for
example, how the bÃ©chamel in a lasagna can be a lot like the number 5, and why making a good custard proves that math is easy but life is hard. Of
course, it's not all about cooking; we'll also run the New York and Chicago marathons, take a closer look at St. Paul's Cathedral, pay visits to Cinderella and
Lewis Carroll, and even get to the bottom of why we think of a tomato as a vegetable. At the heart of it all is Cheng's work on category theory, a cutting-edge
"mathematics of mathematics," that is about figuring out how math works. This is not the math of our high school classes: seen through category theory,
mathematics becomes less about numbers and formulas and more about how we know, believe, and understand anything, including whether our brother took
too much cake.Many of us think that math is hard, but, as Cheng makes clear, math is actually designed to make difficult things easier. Combined with her
infectious enthusiasm for cooking and a true zest for life, Cheng's perspective on math becomes this singular book: a funny, lively, and clear journey through
a vast territory no popular book on math has explored before. How to Bake Pi  offers a whole new way to think about a field all of us think we know; it will
both dazzle the constant reader of popular mathematics and amuse and enlighten even the most hardened math-phobe.So, what is math? Let's look for the
answer in the kitchen.

 Humans 3.0
The Upgrading of the Species
by Peter Nowak

ISBN: 9780864928702
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 248
Price: $19.95

Life for early humans wasn't easy. They may have been able to walk on two feet and create tools 4 million years ago, but they couldn't remember or
communicate. Fortunately, people got smarter, and things got better. They remembered on-the-spot solutions and shared the valuable information of their
experiences. Clubs became swords, caves became huts, and fires became ovens. Collectively these new tools became technology.
As the 21st century unfolds, the pace of innovation is accelerating exponentially. Breakthroughs from robotics to genetics appear almost on a daily basis. It's
all happening so quickly that it's hard to keep track -- but recently there's been a shift. With vaccinations, in-vitro fertilization, and individual genetic therapy,
we're entering a new epoch, a next step, faster and more dramatic than the shift from Australopithicines to Homo Sapiens. The technology that set us apart
from our earliest selves is becoming part of the evolutionary process. Advancements in computing, robotics, nanotechnology, neurology, and genetics mean
that our wildest imaginings could soon become commonplace.
Peter Nowak deftly presents the potential outcomes -- both exciting and frightening -- of key, rapidly advancing technologies and adroitly explores both the
ramifications of adopting them and what doing so will reveal about the future of our species. We've come a long way in 4 million years. Welcome to
Humans 3.0.
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 The Mathematics of Love

Patterns, Proofs, and the Search for the Ultimate Equation
by Hannah Fry

ISBN: 9781476784885
Binding: Hardback 
Series: TED Books
Publisher: Simon & Schuster/ TED
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 128
Price: $19.99

In this must-have for anyone who wants to better understand their love life, a mathematician pulls back the curtain and reveals the hidden patterns--from
dating sites to divorce, sex to marriage--behind the rituals of love.The roller coaster of romance is hard to quantify; defining how lovers might feel from a set
of simple equations is impossible. But that doesn't mean that mathematics isn't a crucial tool for understanding love. Love, like most things in life, is full of
patterns. And mathematics is ultimately the study of patterns--from predicting the weather to the fluctuations of the stock market, the movement of planets or
the growth of cities. These patterns twist and turn and warp and evolve just as the rituals of love do. In The Mathematics of Love, Dr. Hannah Fry takes the
reader on a fascinating journey through the patterns that define our love lives, applying mathematical formulas to the most common yet complex questions
pertaining to love: What's the chance of finding love? What's the probability that it will last? How do online dating algorithms work, exactly? Can game
theory help us decide who to approach in a bar? At what point in your dating life should you settle down? From evaluating the best strategies for online
dating to defining the nebulous concept of beauty, Dr. Fry proves--with great insight, wit, and fun--that math is a surprisingly useful tool to negotiate the
complicated, often baffling, sometimes infuriating, always interesting, mysteries of love.

 Missing Microbes
How The Overuse Of Antibiotics Is Fueling Our M
by Martin Blaser

ISBN: 9781443420242
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 288
Price: $19.99

A critical call to arms about the harmful effects of some of our most revered modern medical practices.
Welcome to the wilds of the microbiome, where for hundreds of thousands of years bacterial and human cells have co-existed in a peaceful symbiosis that is
responsible for the equilibrium and health of our bodies. But now this invisible Eden is under assault. Our overreliance on medical advances such as
antibiotics and Cesarean sections is threatening the extinction of these irreplaceable microbes and leading to severe health problems.
In Missing Microbes, Dr. Martin Blaser goes back to the discovery of antibiotics, which ushered in a golden age of medicine, and traces how our subsequent
overuse of these supposed wonder drugs has left its mark on our systems and contributed to the rise of what Blaser calls our modern plagues: obesity,
asthma, allergies, diabetes and certain forms of cancer. Blaser's studies suggest that antibiotic use during early childhood poses the greatest risk to long-term
health; alarmingly, American children receive on average seventeen courses of antibiotics before they are twenty years old. His studies also suggest that C-
sections deprive babies of important contact with their mothers' microbiomes.
Taking us into the lab to explain his groundbreaking studies, Blaser not only provides elegant support for his theories but guides us toward avoiding even
more catastrophic health problems in the future.
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 Mother Nature Is Trying to Kill You

A Lively Tour Through the Dark Side of the Natural World
by Dan Riskin

ISBN: 9781476707556
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 272
Price: $18.99

This "fact-filled and amusing trek through nature's dark side" (Kirkus Reviews) reveals the fascinating, weird, and often perverted ways that Mother Nature
fends only for herself.It may be a wonderful world, but as Dan Riskin (host of the Animal Planet's TV show Monsters Inside Me) explains, it's also a
dangerous, disturbing, and disgusting one. At every turn, it seems, living things are trying to eat us, poison us, use our bodies as their homes, or have us
spread their eggs. In Mother Nature Is Trying to Kill You, Riskin is our tour guide through the natural world at its most gloriously ruthless.  Using the seven
deadly sins as a road map, Riskin offers dozens of jaw-dropping examples that illuminate how brutal nature can truly be. From slothful worms that hide in
your body for up to thirty years to wrathful snails with poisonous harpoons that can kill you in less than five minutes to lustful ducks that have orgasms faster
than you can blink, these fascinating accounts reveal the candid truth about "gentle" Mother Nature's true colors.  Riskin's passion for the strange and his
enthusiastic expertise bring Earth's most fascinating fauna and flora into vivid focus. Through his adventures--which include sliding on his back through a
thick soup of bat guano just to get face-to-face with a vampire bat, befriending a parasitic maggot that has taken root in his head, and coming to grips with
having offspring of his own--Riskin makes unexpected discoveries not just about the world all around us but also about the ways this brutal world has shaped
us as humans and what our responsibilities are to this terrible, wonderful planet we call home.

 Rare
The High-Stakes Race to Satisfy Our Need for the Scarcest Metals on Earth
by Keith Veronese

ISBN: 9781616149727
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 270
Price: $26.50

How will your life change when the supply of tantalum dries up? You may have never heard of this unusual metal, but without it smartphones would be
instantly less omniscient, video game systems would falter, and laptops fail.  Tantalum is not alone.  Rhodium. Osmium. Niobium. Such refugees from the
bottom of the periodic table are key components of many consumer products like cell phones, hybrid car batteries, and flat screen televisions, as well as
sophisticated medical devices and even weapon systems. Their versatile properties have led manufacturers to seek these elements out to maximize longevity,
value, and efficiency, but not without a human price. 

 In addition to explaining the chemistry behind rare earth metals, Rare delves into the economic and geopolitical issues surrounding these "conflict minerals,"
blending tales of financial and political struggles with glimpses into the human lives that are shattered by the race to secure them. In the past decade, the
Congo has been ravaged by tribal wars fought to obtain control of tantalum, tungsten, and tin supplies in the region, with over five million people dying at
the crossroads of supply and demand. A burgeoning black market in China, Africa, and India is propped up by school-age children retrieving and purifying
these metals while risking their lives and health in the process. Fears of future political struggles inside China, the world's largest supplier of these metals,
have already sent the United States, Great Britain, and Japan racing to find alternative sources.

Will scientists be able to create lab substitutes for some or all of these metals? Will Afghanistan be the next big supplier of rare metals? What happens when
the limited supply runs out? Whatever the answers, it is clear that our modern lifestyle, dependent on technology, is far from stable.
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 Taming the Infinite

by Ian Stewart

ISBN: 9781623654740
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 272
Price: $15.99

From ancient Babylon to the last great unsolved problems, Ian Stewart brings us his definitive history of mathematics. In his famous straightforward style,
Professor Stewart explains each major development--from the first number systems to chaos theory--and considers how each affected society and changed
everyday life forever.
Maintaining a personal touch, he introduces all of the outstanding mathematicians of history, from the key Babylonians, Greeks and Egyptians, via Newton
and Descartes, to Fermat, Babbage and Godel, and demystifies math's key concepts without recourse to complicated formulae. Written to provide a
captivating historic narrative for the non-mathematician, Taming the Infinite is packed with fascinating nuggets and quirky asides, and contains 100
illustrations and diagrams to illuminate and aid understanding of a subject many dread, but which has made our world what it is today.

 Tesla
Inventor of the Electrical Age
by W.bernard Carlson

ISBN: 9780691165615
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Princeton University Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-01
Pages: 520
Price: $27.95

Nikola Tesla was a major contributor to the electrical revolution that transformed daily life at the turn of the twentieth century. His inventions, patents, and
theoretical work formed the basis of modern AC electricity, and contributed to the development of radio and television. Like his competitor Thomas Edison,
Tesla was one of America's first celebrity scientists, enjoying the company of New York high society and dazzling the likes of Mark Twain with his
electrical demonstrations. An astute self-promoter and gifted showman, he cultivated a public image of the eccentric genius. Even at the end of his life when
he was living in poverty, Tesla still attracted reporters to his annual birthday interview, regaling them with claims that he had invented a particle-beam
weapon capable of bringing down enemy aircraft.

Plenty of biographies glamorize Tesla and his eccentricities, but until now none has carefully examined what, how, and why he invented. In this
groundbreaking book, W. Bernard Carlson demystifies the legendary inventor, placing him within the cultural and technological context of his time, and
focusing on his inventions themselves as well as the creation and maintenance of his celebrity. Drawing on original documents from Tesla's private and
public life, Carlson shows how he was an "idealist" inventor who sought the perfect experimental realization of a great idea or principle, and who skillfully
sold his inventions to the public through mythmaking and illusion.

This major biography sheds new light on Tesla's visionary approach to invention and the business strategies behind his most important technological
breakthroughs.
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 The Upright Thinkers

The Human Journey from Living in Trees to Understanding the Cosmos
by Leonard Mlodinow

ISBN: 9780307908230
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pantheon
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 352
Price: $33.00

A few million years ago, our ancestors came down from the trees and began to stand upright, freeing our hands to create tools and our minds to grapple with
the world around us.
  
 Leonard Mlodinow takes us on a passionate and inspiring tour through the exciting history of human progress and the key events in the development of
science. In the process, he presents a fascinating new look at the unique characteristics of our species and our society that helped propel us from stone tools
to written language and through the birth of chemistry, biology, and modern physics to today's technological world.
  
 Along the way he explores the cultural conditions that influenced scientific thought through the ages and the colorful personalities of some of the great
philosophers, scientists, and thinkers: Galileo, who preferred painting and poetry to medicine and dropped out of university; Isaac Newton, who stuck
needlelike bodkins into his eyes to better understand changes in light and color; and Antoine Lavoisier, who drank nothing but milk for two weeks to
examine its effects on his body. Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, Werner Heisenberg, and many lesser-known but equally brilliant minds also populate these
pages, each of their stories showing how much of human achievement can be attributed to the stubborn pursuit of simple questions (why? how?), bravely
asked.
  
 The Upright Thinkers is a book for science lovers and for anyone inter ...
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